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1. As Built check and control of Geometry and positioning of metal flanges and carpentries by first order total station

2. Accurate panels positioning

3. Millimetric Check of the concrete panels by first order total station and laser scanner

4. Global Building Survey by laser scanner and images
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AS DESIGNED / AS BUILT
CHECK AND CONTROL OF
GEOMETRY
AND POSITIONING OF METAL
FLANGES AND CARPENTRIES
3D CHECK AS-BUILT AND PROJECT STATUS

metal carpentry
3D check as-built and project status

metal carpentry
3D CHECK AS-BUILT AND PROJECT STATUS

metal carpentry
3D CHECK AS-BUILT AND PROJECT STATUS

metal carpentry
3D CHECK AS-BUILT AND PROJECT STATUS

metal carpentry
2
Accurate panels positioning
3
MILLIMETRIC CHECK OF THE CONCRETE PANELS BY FIRST ORDER TOTAL STATION
FROM THE 3D BIM PROJECT EVERY PANEL AND THE METALLIC SUPPORT HAVE BEEN IN REAL TIME MONITORED AND THE POSITION DEFINED USING LASER SCANNER AND TOTAL STATION.

concrete covering panels
From the 3D BIM project every panel and the metallic support have been in real-time monitored and the position defined using laser scanner and total station.

Concrete covering panels
FROM THE 3D BIM PROJECT EVERY PANEL AND THE METALLIC SUPPORT HAVE BEEN IN REAL TIME MONITORED AND THE POSITION DEFINED USING LASER SCANNER AND TOTAL STATION.

concrete covering panels
THE CONSTRUCTION HAS BEEN LATER SURVEYED USING Z+F AND FARO LASER SCANNER. THE SCANS HAVE BEEN ALIGNED, ALMOST REAL TIME, USING A TARGET LESS PRE-ALIGNMENT AND BUNDLE ADJUSTMENT SOFTWARE PROCESS.
ALL THE HEAVY CONCRETE PANELS, OF DIFFERENT SHAPES, HAVE BEEN POSITIONED WITH 2mm ACCURACY AND THE SCANNING “AS BUILT” DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING HAS BEEN CARRIED IN ALMOST REAL TIME.

cement covering panels
THE PROCESS FROM BIM TO THE ON THE FIELD POSITIONING AND SCANNING HAS BEEN OPTIMIZED IN THE WAY TO REDUCE AT THE MINIMUM THE DATA PROCESSING TIME.

cement covering panels
GLOBAL BUILDING SURVEY
(imaging tests
Automatic target less registration tools testing)
3D From images
Industrial Measurement Portal 4D INSPECTOR
4D INSPECTOR
Fully Automatic
Border “as built” check
JRC 3D Reconstructor + LineUp Pro + Focus 3D
Core verticality Check
JRC 3D Reconstructor + LineUp Pro + Focus 3D
Border “as built” check

JRC 3D Reconstructor + LineUp Pro + Focus 3D
Core verticality / border Check
JRC 3D Reconstructor + LineUp Pro + Focus 3D
AUTOMATIC Target less REGISTRATION TOOLS
LineUp Pro®
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